Are you...
frustrated with out-of-date
or inaccurate information
and ratings?
tired of searching and
validating data across
numerous sources and tools?
struggling to find the time
to keep up with profile and
research requests?

The One-Stop-Shop for Prospect
Research and Wealth Screening
iWave is the industry’s top-rated prospect research
platform. It’s a one-stop-shop for wealth, philanthropic,
and biographic information accessed through integrated
search, wealth screening, prospect profiles, and ratings.
It’s built on a foundation of customization and transparency
that gives you confidence in the accuracy and relevancy of
the information. Use iWave to save time while delivering
superior research and fundraising intelligence.
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Create scores with customizable
parameters and transparent formulas
for quick and easy verification.
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Generate identification profiles in
seconds or build profiles recordby-record. They’re customizable,
verifiable, and updated on-demand.
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Search multiple databases at
once or do individual look-ups
within more than 38 datasets.
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Customizable parameters and
built-in transparency provide
results directly aligned with
your organization.
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Over 1 billion records provide the
Industry's highest quality wealth,
biographic, and philanthropic data.
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iWave's advanced filtering lets you
find new prospects with the capacity
and inclination to give to your cause.

With iWave, you’ll be able to work smarter, save time, and have confidence
in the research used to power your team’s development efforts.
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The Data
iWave’s data provides a 360° view of your prospect’s capacity, propensity, and
affinity to give to your cause. There are more than 38 datasets from 14 leading
database providers, available to you in one place.
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INSIDER FILINGS

Information Type

The largest database of residential
and commercial US real estate records
including mortgage information

The most comprehensive source of
foundation and public charity information

Transaction and security ownership
information for US, Canada, UK, and Asia

Database of companies that match
employee gifts to nonprofit organizations

High net worth individuals by income,
location, age, and more

Contributions to US and Canada
political parties

Canadian property values, household
income, and charitable donations based
on postal code
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Database of US and Canadian Charitable
Giving Records with verifiable records
and daily updates

Provider
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BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
Provider

Information Type
Contact and biographic information on
250M+ individuals and 15M+ businesses
Information on executives and the
businesses where they work
Contact, career, and alma mater
information

“

iWave is the first tool I use when researching a new individual,
corporation or foundation. It’s fast, easy and very thorough.

Relationship mapping highlighting
connections between influential people
and the companies where they work

US, Canadian, and International executive
profiles including compensation, education,
age, and biographies

YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY
WITH iWAVE

There’s so much I can learn on the source of wealth and behaviors’
of our prospects. iWave really helps makes our strategies incredibly
solid—which is vital when meeting new individuals.”
Laura Shumate
Associate Director Prospect Management and Research
ArtCenter College of Design
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About iWave:
iWave is the industry’s top-rated fundraising intelligence platform. Our solutions help education, healthcare, and
nonprofit organizations determine who to ask, how much to ask for, and when to ask so they can fundraise with
confidence. Since 1991, over 6,000 development teams have used iWave to power their fundraising efforts.
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